
Tell us about your career at Saint-Gobain so far 

I am very proud to say I have worked for Saint-Gobain for 12 years! I joined 
the group straight from university as a trainee at Saint-Gobain in France.  My 
mentor advised me to apply for a VIE (volunteering contract), which I did 
and got the chance to join Saint-Gobain Sekurit for a 12-month fixed term 

18 months as a Project Leader - my job was to develop a thin film coating for 
the automotive industry. After four years with the German team, I was ready 

mentioned that I would be interested in a manufacturing role. Instead of 

Saint-Gobain Glass UK in Eggborough on the manufacturing coating line, 
which is where I am today, seven years on.

Tell us about your role 

You need to be able to cope with change and 

handle stressful periods as manufacturing can be 

a pressurised environment at times

What made you want to work in your function and how did you start your 
career in this?

I’ve always been interested in understanding how things work and why, 
which is probably why I pursued an engineering qualification. I chose the 

path of being an engineer as I wanted to solve problems.

How has Saint-Gobain supported you to develop in your role? 

I have been so lucky to have very good mentors. Some of them have 
supported my relocations and made my progression to manufacturing 
possible, while others opened my eyes to the opportunities available and 

that I could be successful in the position I’m in today. 

What challenges have you faced during your career and how have you 
overcome these?

What’s your favourite thing about working for Saint-Gobain?

The value it puts in its people

What advice would you give to someone hoping to start a
career in your profession?

If you like problem solving and want to work in a changing environment and 
think you could work under pressure, manufacturing could be for you and I 
would definitely go for it. Something which I have learnt during my career is 
that you are the one defining your role, the job description is a guide. If you 
want something, make it known as there are people who will listen to you.

What kind of skills and 
characteristics do you need to 

succeed in your role?

You need drive and organisation skills 
and have the ability to solve 

problems. I feel you need to be able 
to cope with change and handle 

stressful periods as manufacturing 
can be a pressurised environment at 

times. 

Where do you see 
yourself in five years’ 

time? 

I’m thinking big, I’d love to 
become an Industrial 

Director or manage a full 
glass solution site.

You are the one defining your role, the job 
description is a guide

Julia Vincent
Manufacturing Manager, Saint-Gobain Glass UK

Who do you find inspirational and why?

Several of my mentors have shown me the way, trusted me, and taken time 
to develop my skills and have even shared their weaknesses - all of this has 

helped to grow in my career and as a person. 

I oversee two manufacturing lines, with responsibility for around 50 people. 
I ensure the working environment is safe for the employees, and that both 
lines deliver performance, output and good quality products for our 
customers, and support planning the future vision and strategy of the Lines. 
I support and challenge my team to develop themselves and grow in their 
roles - to hopefully take the lead when the time will come. No two days are 
the same in the manufacturing environment, and that’s one thing which I 

like – there’s never a dull moment!

I have worked in di�erent countries and there have been challenges with 
language and relocating – being away from family is tough.  The only thing 
that helped me was patience and commitment – always do the job the best 
I can.  Self-questioning and learning from experience or my colleagues has 

helped me move forward.


